
Send Rock-Solid Emails with BeamSec Emcrpt
In the digital age, email remains the primary means of communication. However, traditional email is 
inherently insecure and not designed to protect sensitive data or safeguard intellectual property. This 
is where BeamSec Emcrpt becomes indispensable. Our platform is specifically designed to fortify 
email security at its core. Emcrpt provides a powerful shield for your sensitive information, mitigating 
risks of data breaches and ensuring rigorous compliance with critical regulations such as the GDPR and 
CCPA. More than just a security tool, BeamSec Emcrpt empowers organizations with unparalleled 
control over their digital communications, transforming email from a potential liability into a secure 
asset. With Emcrpt, your organization can navigate the digital landscape with confidence, knowing 
your communications are safeguarded with the highest standards of privacy and security.

Understanding the Risks After Sending an Email
• Unauthorized Forwarding: Recipients might forward emails to unintended parties, exposing sensitive 
data.
• Loss of Privacy: Sharing personal or sensitive content without consent could breach the privacy of 
the sender and damage reputation.
• Inability to Correct Errors: Once an email is sent, correcting mistakes, updating information, or 
retracting the email becomes impossible.
• Misuse of Information: Critical information shared via email could be misused, affecting business 
negotiations and strategies.
• Legal and Compliance Issues: Failing to control sent emails could lead to violations of strict 
regulations, resulting in legal and financial consequences.

The Imperative of Email Security
• Enhanced Control: BeamSec Emcrpt empowers you with advanced control mechanisms like email 
expiration and restricted forwarding, ensuring sensitive information is managed securely and 
efficiently.
• Boosting Confidence: Instill a higher level of trust among users, both internal and external, with 
Emcrpt's commitment to data security and privacy.
• Superior Data Protection: Our platform fortifies your email communication with top-tier encryption 
and access control, safeguarding against unauthorized breaches and ensuring compliance with 
regulations.



Emcrpt and Your Email Ecosystem
Emcrpt seamlessly complements existing email systems, simplifying the process of adhering to 
personal data protection regulations. Its integration is intuitive and non-intrusive, maintaining the 
familiar workflow while enhancing security.

The Imperative of Email Security
Deploying Emcrpt across your organization is a swift and straightforward process. Its silent integration 
into your existing email environment means no complex configuration changes are needed, allowing 
for a hassle-free setup within just a few hours.

For more information on how Emcrpt can redefine your email security and data 
protection practices, contact us at:

Contact Us for Enhanced Email Security
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